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A Word From
The Managing Director
Susan Makau,
International School of Advertising, Africa

We are so excited to launch the first H1 2021 review. As we considered this idea, we
didn’t realise that there would be interest beyond Kenya and East Africa. We therefore
promise to take a wider continental view next time as we look at the overall 2021
annual review.
The first half was surprising to many. Despite an optimistic start, there was an overall
reduction on spend in the first half of 2021 compared to the last half of 2020, but an
increase in OOH and Print ad spend in the same period. This roller coaster and predictions
for 2021 and beyond is well detailed on the ReelAnalytics report.
The Ipsos report essentially tells us that the new consumer has become a moving target
for both content creators and advertisers and a much more robust strategic planning
process will be needed to succeed.
The Kantar COVID-19 Barometer builds perfectly on the Ipsos report by giving us insights
into consumer attitudes,habits and expectations that brands must align to. One key
expectation is that brands cannot run away from the fact that consumers expect them
to go beyond a service or product and play a part in offering practical solutions in their
lives today.
The Ogilvy perspective builds -on by sharing changes presented by COVID-19 that are
here to stay in respect to marketing practises. Great guidelines to start thinking about
and practising with the key trend being the need to align brands with a bigger purpose.
OnePulse caps the discussion with real reactions from the consumer on brands and
campaigns, telling us what is working and what is not, reinforcing the recommendation
that a deep understanding of the consumer will be critical in taking brands forward.
Enjoy the read.
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The Status of The Media
In Advertising Spends In
H1 2021
Enock Mokaya,
Senior Researcher- ReelAnalytics

“Ad spend for the year 2021 is expected to rise by 18% by the end of 2021 compared to the
previous year. Being an election year, Ad spends in 2022 likely to be boosted further by political
spending.”
The Advertising sector like any other sector took a major hit at the start of the pandemic.
Many industries chose to pivot and reinvest in different ventures that may secure their
future. This strongly affected advertising spend across various media outlets. Enock
Mokaya, from the ReelAnalytics research team, highlights key players, ad drops and
growths per industry and what to expect in the next half of the year and in 2022.
Advertising expenditure in H1 2021 decreased by 4.4% compared to the previous half year
(H2 2020) but increased by 15% compared to H1 2020. Most firms strategically reduced
their advertising budgets to observe COVID-19 trends especially after the government’s
warning of the possible 3rd and 4th wave.

Mainstream and Out of Home Spends
Overall advertising expenditure in H1 2021 decreased by 4.4% compared to the previous
half year but when compared to H1 2020, Ad spends increased by 15% this year. This was
majorly linked to drop in spending in the communication and finance industries which
topped last year’s expenditure.
Most companies were cautious about their advertising expenditure in 2021 after a hard
economic period in 202 due to COVID-19 pandemic.
TV and Radio ad spends dropped by 6% and 4% respectively while OOH and Print rose by
27% and 9% respectively.
We spoke to Enock for his opinion on this trend. “TV and Radio were largely influenced by
a drop in advertising in the communication and finance sectors. For instance, Safaricom’s
high expenditure in H2 2020 was linked to the firm’s 20th anniversary which saw the firm
launch a number of promotional campaigns speaking to various hustles countrywide as
well as rewarding loyal subscribers. This campaign has gradually reduced in 2021.
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In the financial sector, financial
results released by various publicly
listed banking institutions showed a
drop in net profit.
Expenditure on TV and radio
dropped by 6% and 4% respectively.
Out of home (OOH) and print
advertising expenditure rose by
27% and 9% respectively.

Regarding OOH- this platform has significantly registered growth in spends this year
compared to last year when we had firmer restrictions on movements with a bulk
majority of the populace working from home during the 1st and 2nd wave of COVID
pandemic in Kenya. During this period most advertisers totally reduced advertising on
OOH which saw so many billboards go empty for months.
In H1 2o21, with the gradual lifting of cessation of movements, and a gradual/flexible
return to work, we see a positive correlation with the re-birth of OOH spending which
had slowed down substantially. Increase in Ad spends by various sector players such
as alcoholic beverages have been witnessed. Case in point, EABL’s high exposure of its
products on both large and small format assets in the OOH space was the reason for the
high expenditure on OOH. Safaricom with its Safaricom @20 promotional campaigns
and top tier banks like KCB were also among the top spenders in the outdoor space.
The print platform had also been adversely affected during the 1st and 2nd wave of
Covid 19 (i.e H1 and H2 2020) but for the same reason as above (with the gradual lifting
of cessation of movements, and a gradual/flexible return to work) print papers are also
slowly recovering from the adverse effects of covid 19. As a result, companies are also
spreading their budgets to print media”.
During the webinar it was highlighted that Kass FM, Citizen TV and The Standard
Newspapers were the most utilized media outlets in H1 2021, accounting for 24%, 15%
and 35% of Radio, TV and Print spends respectively.
On this, Enocks opinion was that utilization of Kass FM was due to its high audience
regionally. Standard newspaper, owing to its circulation figures and flexible rate cards,
the platform is being preferred by advertisers.
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Commercial spending on print media was vastly affected during the pandemic. Begging
the question on sanitation in terms of newspaper distribution, circulation and print
readership, which was recorded at an all time low.
Here, Enock expounds, “as soon as COVID 19 hit the Kenyan market and sensitization
was more on social distancing and sanitization, print media was greatly affected during
this period.
As a result, since the hype during this period was for firms to adopt digital technologies
to advance their business inorder to reach a bulk majority of people at their homes and
media houses were also not left behind. It was during this period that large entities such
as Nation Media and Standard redesigned their digital print papers to appeal to the ever
growing digital media users’”.
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As per the report based on industry spends, the betting and gamblng industry recorded
a 74% growth in spends compared to the previous year after a lull presented by stringent
government regulations as well as the COVID-19 pandemic.
State Bodies (MOH) and Health Care &
Institutions were the biggest losers this
period, having posted a 69% and 82%
drop in spends respectively in H1 2021
compared to the same period last year.
Safaricom, despite being one of the top
spenders in H1 2021 because of their
ad campaigns, still reported a 22%
drop in ad spends and this strongly
contributed to the overall decrease in
expenditure compared to H2 2020. The
financial sector also made a significant
contribution to this drop.

Spends By Industry
The media industry remains the top
medium accounting for 14% of the
total advertising ad expenditure in
H1 2021. CItizen TV remained at the
top, taking up 15.2% of the share.
Betting and Gambinling was the
top spending industry in H1 2021
reporting 74% growth in spend; Most
players in this sectors increased
their advertising budgeting in 2021
to improve their brand awareness
after months of nearly inactivity
due to government regulations and
COVID-19 pandemic.
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Overally, with the announcement by GoK of a possible 3rd and 4th wave of Covid 19,
various advertisers seem to have taken a back seat by adopting a “wait and see” and
becoming conservative with any media spending unless it’s absolutely necessary”
It is predicted that there will be an rise of 18% in ad spends as we move towards the
2nd half of the year. There is an expectation of a definite and steady rise in political ad
spending because of the anticipated election year and a drop in corporate ad spending.
Digital ad spends will also grow steadily.This year, as the overall ad market rebounds,
digital spending will increase by 20.4% compared to 2020

Statistics show that the economy
is steadily recovering from the
adverse effects of COVID-19 with
various sectors having recorded
significant growth already. The
future demands optimism not only
for a good recovery but a greater
economy.

Link to presentation: https://bit.ly/3CTU834
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An Overview of
Evolving Media
Consumption Habits
(In The Era of Covid)
Neema Wamai, Media Director and Service Line lead at
IPSOS in Sub- Saharan Africa

The new consumer has become a moving target for both content creators and
advertisers. In short, media consumption has moved from ‘Mass Media to ‘My
Media.
Audience measurement is an estimate of the number and profile of people exposed
to media content through watching, listening to, reading or seeing it in the various
media outlets(TV, Radio, newspapers, magazines etc). Audiences have gained more
control of the media and content they want to consume. As explained by Neema, the
new consumer has become a moving target for both content creators and advertisers.
In short, media consumption has moved from ‘mass media to ‘my media.
Without doubt Covid-19 has accelerated trends that were slowly progressing in years
before. Significant changes in the media landscape in Kenya have been noted since
2015. Some of them include;
•

There were 109 Radio stations in 2015 which has grown to 250+ in 2021. This growth has
been driven by vernacular, community and niche stations.

•

There were 45 TV channels in 2015 which has shifted to 250+ TV channels in 2021. This
has been driven by religious FTA and international channels

•

A camera phone and a platform to post offers a glimpse into the consumer lifestyle and
ideal moments. To this, she remarked, “Influencer Marketing is Real, it’s growing and it’s
here to stay.”

•

Growth in VOD(Video on Demand) and free or paid own content creation.

The presentation furthermore gave an overview of the Kenya Media Scene(H1 2021)
which was done from March to June, 2021 over two weeks and sampled from 2,500
diaries. There were marginal changes in consumption of media via the different
platforms between Q1 and Q2, 2021, though online is the only platform on an
upward trajectory.
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The fragmentation of media channels dictates audience engagement. TV is fragmented
based on free to air and pay TV, while radio is fragmented along language lines. Despite
there being many religious channels that may be vernacular, it only accounts to 1% of
those watching TV.
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Research from the session highlighted the following;
•

Vernacular radio may explode through increased usage and numbers as Kenya heads
towards 2022 elections

•

Time spent on media will continue reducing albeit slowly as the economy opens with
eased lockdown measures

•

Online usage has increased and with it, the influence culture will continue to grow BUT
the significance of legacy media will remain as people continue seeking validation of
what they view, hear or read online.

•

The fundamentals that guide media strategy and buying will not change. Don’t be
tempted to throw out the baby with the bath water!

Link to presentation: https://bit.ly/3sxgWAP
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The COVID-19 Barometer:
Consumer Attitudes,
Habits and Expectations
Revisited
Kate Njoroge,
Chief Client Officer, East Africa, KANTAR

If brands want to matter, then, more than ever, they need to
understand their audiences and what they care about.
The Covid-19 Barometer is a study that has been done in 60 markets globally about
the consumer habits and attitudes that have changed over time and have been greatly
influenced by the ongoing pandemic. The session highlighted key aspects that have been
seen to change in the consumer in the kenyan market.;

• Overall Concerns and Habits
The study highlighted that Kenyans are still concerned about the ongoing pandemic, more
so about their wallet capabilities than their health
During the pandemic it was reported that 53% of Kenyans either lost their jobs, or are
working with reduced hours/ salary, or are on unpaid leave. This has definitely affected
the financial capabilities of Kenyans and has increased their need to learn more on finance
management and planning. 76% of Kenyans have become more proactive in planning their
finances and foregoing certain joys and luxuries for survival.
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The study highlighted the Covid 19 tribes based on their reaction to the pandemic and the
government’s response. These tribes include:
• Ostriches
They don’t understand what the fuss is about and do not really care
• Que Seras
They deem the rules excessive but will not fight the system
• Hibernators
They have accepted the situation and don’t want to be updated
constantly
• Good Citizens
They want to be informed and adhere to the rules
• Distressed dreamers
They are concerned with their health and financial situation but
have hope
• Precarious worriers
They are scared and wish the government could do more
Other habits that were picked up were hygiene and online media consumption. Due to the
lockdown that happened within the countries many employees began working from home.

Click here to find out
which tribe you are
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Social media usage caused a spike in pandemic apps such as clubhouse and houseparty
at the beginning of the pandemic but as the lockdown eases and the invention of the
vaccine, social media usage seems to be reducing as the rest of other media usage.

• The Evolving Shopper
As people spend more time away from home, some of the initial ‘shock response’ shopping
habits are easing- but price sensitivity remains the same. Despite consumers being more
open to visiting stores, online shopping still rises steadily. The barometer revealed that 49%
of people would still shop online for the rest of 2021.
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The consumer shifts have made brands chase after their consumer and forcing them to
navigate new waters. In Kenya brands like Jamaa and Indomie have been seen to grow by
17% and 12% respectively.

• Implications for Brands
The financial constraint was not only felt in the consumer but also advertisers. Marketing,
media and research budget cuts across the board have been more frequent and deeper in
Africa than the global benchmark.
Negatively impacted businesses have focused on putting investments on hold with 66% of
cuts on all discretionary spending, 55% reduction on all marketing activity and 52% defer or
canceled on planned investments
Positively impacted businesses are more likely to pivot in order to adapt to new conditions
and invest in e-commerce, innovation and marketing. There has been a 72% increase and
introduction of e-commerce focus/capabilities, 64% pivoting of businesses to new conditions
and lastly, 41% investment in marketing and innovation.

The need for brands to guide the change continues to grow with younger consumers
wanting brands to be an example and guide change. Older consumers, however, want
brands to reduce anxiety and understand consumers’ concerns. Moreover, more males
want brands to use their knowledge to explain and inform, while more females want brands
to be practical and realistic and help consumers in their everyday life.
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Link to presentation: https://bit.ly/3g8HRhe
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Five Changes That Are
Here To Stay
Vikas Mehta, Ogilvy Africa, CEO

“Brands need to deal with change on a daily basis.”

Contrary to the belief that the pandemic changed everything and we will return to our
past way of life, Vikas highlighted things that are here to stay especially in terms of brands,
purpose and positioning. The typical consumer became enlightened and that forced brands
to be more than just money makers.
During his session, he focused on five changes that are here to stay;

•

Rise of the App Economy in Africa

The world came to a stand still and people were in dire need of connection. More social
apps were on the rise; Clubhouse, houseparty and the like became famous. This created
an opportunity for businesses to venture into app marketing and advertising. In the last 15
months, business, marketing and apps ceased to be mutually exclusive. In app advertising
grew by 167%

•

Social Issues Are No Longer a Spectator-Sport For Businesses

Social activism has been on the rise since the pandemic began. People spoke out about
injustices from all over the world. Movements like Black Lives Matter, End Police Brutality,
EndSARs became important to consumers. Brands needed to align their purpose and show
that they care for humanity and have a stand on important issues such as mental health,
racism among other societal issues. Advertisements highlighted what brands stood for and
were open about their support to social injustice movements all over the world.
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• Supporting Communities is No Longer Optional, More So During
Difficult Times
Building brand trust became more than just product and service. Brands were put under
the microscope and their actions scrutinized. Consumers expected brands to walk the
walk. Consumers paid more attention to what brands did for the community and how they
elevated its consumers. For example Unilever and Ogilvy Africa birthed the ‘Sunlight Women
for More’ program that supports over 100,000 countrywide.

•

Influencers Are Their Own Marketing Mix

Unpopular opinion is that influencers reinforce brand trust. A study presented during the
session showcased that 96% of respondents when asked if they trusted influencer content
answered yes and sometimes. 80% of consumers in Kenya and Nigeria said they have
bought a product/service due to an influencer’s recommendation.Consumers pay attention
to brand products that are attached to a face they can relate to and trust. Companies in
Kenya like Downy have won people’s trust because of their choice of influencer.

•

Purpose Trumps Strategy.

Brands attached to a purpose have higher returns because they attract those aligned to their
purpose with least marketing efforts. A study done by Deloitte found that Purpose driven
companies witness higher market share gains and grow three times faster on average than
their competitors, all while achieving higher workforce and customer satisfaction.
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The bottom line has changed, Consumers now more than ever demand action. Moving
forward brands must be more than just money making avenues but change agents for a
better community.
Link to presentation: https://bit.ly/3mbN4J2
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The Consumer
Report Card: Memorable
Campaigns From The
Consumer Perspective
Francis Gachagua, Managing Director at OnePulse Kenya

“Brands need to take advantage of the available research methods to keep up with consumers.”
Consumers relate most with brands that understand their needs and put them at the centre.
With the consumer being a moving target, many brand campaigns failed to meet their
audience thus making their return on investment less optimal. Humanizing the approach to
primary research is the first step in building customer centric brands. Mr Francis Gachagua’s
session focused on The Consumer’s Report Card. It showcased memorable brand campaigns
within the first half of the year on social media and traditional media.
A study conducted by OnePulse involved 684 male and female respondents aged between
18-65 across Kenya in July 2021. The study was done to understand reasons for the shift in
consumer habits using local and international brands campaigns.
The report was keen to highlight reasons why a consumer feels connected to a brand.
Results showed that 62% of the participants felt connected to a brand based on the quality
of their goods and services, 46% of the participants felt connected with a brand if their
service delivery was good and interestingly 14% said they feel connected to a brand based
on the brand’s CSR activities and sponsorships yet these activities add PR mileage to brands.
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Based on the study, brands that connected with their audience based on the quality
of product and service included Softcare, Samsung, Nivea, KCB Bank, Apple, Festive,
Pampers, FreshFri, Downy and BlueBand; and based on good customer service, a
brand connection was felt with Naivas and Hotpoint. These companies actively solved
consumer problems through brand extensions and promotions that invoked the
consumer’s emotion.
The study also highlighted brands that consumers felt disconnected to in the first half
of 2021 for various reasons; price increase, poor service, extended silence , too many
intrusive ads and poor quality products or services. Despite certain brands being vocal
, some consumers felt that they didn’t deliver on their promise.
During the session, Francis also highlighted brands that regained consumer trust
through launching
product extensions, influencer marketing and increasing
accessibility. Brands like Blueband porridge and peanut butter, Mac Coffee non dairy
creamer regained relevance in the consumer.
Furthermore, consumers were asked what they find most unappealing in brands.
Majority highlighted reasons that ranged from brand dishonesty, intrusive ads to brand
feel. Quencher, KBC and Broadways were some of the brands that the consumers felt
had an old taste, look or feel despite some of their rebranding efforts.
The respondents in the study also discussed the avenues in which brands advertise and
capture their attention easily. The highest avenue was reported to be social networks
followed by billboards. In terms of media channels, 65% of the respondents said they
pay more attention to TV ads. Bus benches and bus ads got the least attention from
consumers.
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In the last 6 months, brands that connected with people had aspects that humanized
their approach. They incorporated humor, community and had a catchy tune to the
ad or marketing campaigns. Ad campaigns from Odi bets incorporated humor and
character from the influencer chosen-ugali man.

Key learnings from the Study included;Marketing teams need to refocus on customers and integrate their
voices in marketing and business decisions
Use consumer insights to build relevant (products/services/ads) and
improve service delivery
Take advantage of agile methods to stay up to date with your consumers
• Think respondent experience first
Link to presentation: https://bit.ly/3szxeJp
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About International School of Advertising
Established in 2014, ISA is a professional school in East Africa offering training in Marketing
and Brand Communications including Advertising, Integrated Media Planning and Digital
Marketing. ISA offers experiential based programs, making participants practically skilled
masters at what they do.
Over the years we have trained over 1,000 fresh graduates and transitioned them into the
workplace though our finishing school. We have also trained over 3,000 professionals from
corporates and SMEs who wish to upskill and remain current.
In order to remain aligned to the needs of the market, our programs partner with relevant
industry bodies including the Advertising Practitioners Association (APA), Chartered
Institute to Marketing (CIM), and the Association of Public Relations and Communication
Management Firms (APRECOM), who have ensured ISA meets the demands of the industry.
Courses offered include;

• Integrated Brand Communication

This program consists of an intensive practically oriented course that equips participants
to become grounded in marketing and brand communications. Recommended for those
who are in careers in advertising, marketing , digital marketing, brand management, media
planning; to give them a solid understanding of the discipline and enable them to grow.
The 7th month program offers an optiomal opportunity for a 3 month practicum at Ogilvy
Africa.
Click here

• Short Courses

ISA Africa offers short courses to sharpen and upgrade your skills in the industry. The courses
include Market and Brand Planning, Strategic Advertising Management, Integrated Media
Management and Digital for Business Integrated Media Management, Digital for business,
Advertising Strategic Planning, Account Management among others.
Click here

• Chartered Institute of Marketing CIM (UK)

We are also an accredited center for the Chartered Institute of Marketing CIM (UK). This is
the world’s largest organization for professional marketers, with a global reputation as a
centre of excellence, and its qualifications are recognized worldwide.
Programs include the following;
Click here

• In-house Tailor-made Training

ISA also offers master classes for high level members of organizations seeking to meet
specific training needs. These are typically run with international speakers and renowned
industry experts
We are happy to come and discuss your needs and see where our programs can benefit you
or your organisation.
Learn more.
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